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Abstract: The matching characteristics of wind power output and nuclear power peak shaving are
studied and the influence of coordinated dispatching of wind power and nuclear power on peak
shaving flexibility and cost of the power grid is analyzed. Taking the lowest total operation cost of
the system as the objective and considering the operation constraints, peak shaving cost of nuclear
power units and the abandoned wind cost, a multi-power dispatching model for power system is
proposed. In addition, in order to accurately optimize the output of nuclear power, a method of
subdividing the peak shaving depth of nuclear power to linearize the constraint of nuclear power
peak shaving is proposed. The analysis of example shows that the multi-power dispatching model
considering the coordinated operation of wind and nuclear power has a high operation economy
and can significantly reduce the amount of wind abandonment. The daily load tracking mode can
be used for the participation of nuclear power units in daily peak shaving and the feasibility and
necessity of coordinated wind-nuclear dispatching are verified.

Keywords: nuclear power; wind power consumption; power system; peak shaving constraint;
optimal dispatching

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the increasing tension of the world’s energy supply and the increasingly
severe climate and environmental problems, vigorous development and consumption of clean energy
has become the consensus of the world’s energy and power industries [1,2]. Peak-shaving is one of the
challenging problems that modern power systems are facing. In this area, lots of research, particularly
on demand-side management, is focusing on solving this challenge [3,4].

In France, Germany, the United States and other European and American countries, the modern
nuclear power units are designed with daily load tracking capability and can participate in the peak
shaving of the power system [5]. In China, the nuclear power units are currently operating with base
load except in special periods such as typhoon transit [6]. Meanwhile, current nuclear power plants in
China have the capacity of peak shaving and frequency modulation in design and some of them have
experience in peak shaving [7,8].

Large-scale, random, intermittent wind power and large-capacity nuclear power plants are
connected to the power grid, which puts higher requirements on the climbing rate of units such as
thermal power [9,10]. With the continuous increase of peak-valley difference of load in coastal areas
and the construction and development of wind and nuclear power units, the pressure of peak shaving
in coastal areas will be seriously aggravated and the demand for wind and nuclear power to participate
in daily peak shaving is becoming stronger [11–13].
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Due to the negative peak shaving characteristics of wind power, it will force the conventional units
to start and stop frequently, which is not in line with the principle of economic grid dispatching and
leads to severe wind abandonment [14–16]. Therefore, for the coastal power systems with wind and
nuclear power, it is of great significance to study the participation of nuclear power in peak shaving
and coordinated dispatching with wind power for the economic operation of the power grid and the
promotion of wind power consumption.

Nuclear power units generally do not participate in the peak shaving of the power system because
of their safety and wind power due to its uncertainty will have a certain impact on peak shaving. So
at present, the research at home and abroad seldom considers the combined peak shaving strategy
of wind power and nuclear power but at the technical level, the contemporary nuclear power unit
has a strong daily load tracking capability [17–20]. When nuclear power units take typical daily load
tracking operation mode to participate in power grid peak shaving, it has a positive effect on alleviating
the peak shaving pressure of the power grid [21–23]. However, the existing research has not considered
the establishment of a nuclear power peak shaving scheduling model and coordinated scheduling
with wind power.

Based on the peak shaving experience of French nuclear power units, from the aspects of the power
regulation rate and peak shaving depth, nuclear power peak shaving has a certain flexibility [24–26]. On
the issue of the joint operation strategy of nuclear power and other power sources, References [27,28]
proposed that nuclear power peak shaving can be used to absorb the excess wind power. The
dispatching model with nuclear power participating in peak shaving can be established based on
the cost and safety constraints of nuclear power peak shaving [29–31]. On this basis, an optimal
dispatching model for the combined operation of nuclear power and other conventional energy
sources can be constructed [32–34]. For the optimization method of nuclear power peak shaving, the
fixed nuclear power peak shaving mode or the three-grade fixed peak shaving depth mode can be
used [35–38] but these methods all set a fixed peak-shaving mode for nuclear power, so they cannot
achieve precise optimization of peak shaving operation for nuclear power. At the same time, the
coordinated dispatching between nuclear power, wind power and conventional power sources has not
been taken into account.

In order to alleviate the peak shaving pressure of the power grid, reduce the frequent start-up
and shutdown of conventional units and promote the absorption of wind power, this paper studies
the multi-power joint optimal dispatching strategy, considering the participation of wind power and
nuclear power. For the nuclear power peak-shaving optimization method and the wind-nuclear
coordinated dispatching problem, the coastal power system including onshore wind power, offshore
wind power and nuclear power is taken as the research object. Firstly, based on the characteristics
of wind power output and nuclear power peak shaving, the matching characteristics between wind
power and nuclear power peak shaving is analyzed. Then this paper takes economic dispatching
as the principle, takes into account abandoned wind cost and peak shaving cost of nuclear power
and proposes a wind-nuclear coordinated dispatch optimization model with multiple power sources.
At the same time, a method of subdividing the peak shaving depth of nuclear power is proposed to
linearize the constraint of nuclear power peak shaving. Finally, an example is given to analyze the
economy of wind-nuclear coordinated dispatching and the impact of daily peak shaving mode on
optimization results, which verifies the validity of the model and the method proposed.

2. Peak Shaving Matching Characteristics of Wind Power and Nuclear Power

2.1. Characteristics of Wind Power Output

According to the influence of wind power daily output on peak-valley difference of system load,
the peak-shaving effect caused by wind power can be divided into positive peak-shaving effect and
negative peak-shaving effect. The variation of daily output of wind power is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Daily output of wind power. 

When the wind power output presents the characteristics of positive peak shaving, it can relieve 
the peak shaving pressure of the system. If it presents the characteristics of negative peak shaving, it 
requires the system to have more peak shaving capacity and increase the peak shaving pressure. 

2.2. Peak Shaving Characteristics of Nuclear Power 

Modern nuclear power units are designed with daily peak shaving capability. Within safety 
constraints, fast regulation of nuclear power can be achieved by adjusting the displacement of the 
control rod. Taking the current CPR1000 of nuclear power unit in China as an example, it has the 
ability of daily load tracking in the first 80% cycle life. It can participate in peak shaving according to 
the “12-3-6-3” mode, that is, full output of 12 h during peak load period, low power operation of 6 h 
during low load period and linear power up/down of 3 h, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Daily peak shaving output of nuclear power. 

It can be seen that, unlike conventional units, daily peak shaving of nuclear power has the 
characteristics of linear power rise and fall, constant output in low power period and long time in 
constant power period. In addition, nuclear power units need to meet the daily peak shaving limit, 
such as 5 times per week and 200 times per year. Therefore, from the safety point of view, it is 
necessary to avoid the frequent participation of a single nuclear power unit in daily peak shaving. 

2.3. Matching Characteristics of Wind Power Output and Nuclear Power Peak-Shaving 

Based on the above analysis of wind power output characteristics and peak shaving 
characteristics of nuclear power, it can be found that there are matching characteristics between the 
two, mainly reflected in two aspects: 

(a) The negative peak shaving characteristics of wind power daily output can be matched with 
that of nuclear power daily peak shaving. When the wind power is in negative peak-shaving, it will 
cause the conventional units to operate or even shut down in low load period with near minimum 

Figure 1. Daily output of wind power.

When the wind power output presents the characteristics of positive peak shaving, it can relieve
the peak shaving pressure of the system. If it presents the characteristics of negative peak shaving, it
requires the system to have more peak shaving capacity and increase the peak shaving pressure.

2.2. Peak Shaving Characteristics of Nuclear Power

Modern nuclear power units are designed with daily peak shaving capability. Within safety
constraints, fast regulation of nuclear power can be achieved by adjusting the displacement of the
control rod. Taking the current CPR1000 of nuclear power unit in China as an example, it has the
ability of daily load tracking in the first 80% cycle life. It can participate in peak shaving according to
the “12-3-6-3” mode, that is, full output of 12 h during peak load period, low power operation of 6 h
during low load period and linear power up/down of 3 h, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Daily peak shaving output of nuclear power.

It can be seen that, unlike conventional units, daily peak shaving of nuclear power has the
characteristics of linear power rise and fall, constant output in low power period and long time in
constant power period. In addition, nuclear power units need to meet the daily peak shaving limit,
such as 5 times per week and 200 times per year. Therefore, from the safety point of view, it is necessary
to avoid the frequent participation of a single nuclear power unit in daily peak shaving.

2.3. Matching Characteristics of Wind Power Output and Nuclear Power Peak-Shaving

Based on the above analysis of wind power output characteristics and peak shaving characteristics
of nuclear power, it can be found that there are matching characteristics between the two, mainly
reflected in two aspects:

(a) The negative peak shaving characteristics of wind power daily output can be matched with
that of nuclear power daily peak shaving. When the wind power is in negative peak-shaving, it will
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cause the conventional units to operate or even shut down in low load period with near minimum
technology output. The daily load tracking capability of nuclear power can provide peak-shaving
capacity during low load period, thus alleviating the downward peak-shaving pressure caused by
negative peak-shaving wind power, as shown in Figure 3.
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(b) The frequency of strong negative peak-shaving wind power can match the daily peak-shaving
frequency of nuclear power. Due to operational safety constraints, nuclear power unit cannot be
adjusted at will. Therefore, only when wind power has obvious negative peak shaving characteristics,
nuclear power will be required to participate in daily peak shaving. Affected by wind speed variation
and usability of wind turbine, the daily output of wind power may exhibit positive peak shaving, weak
negative peak shaving and strong negative peak shaving characteristics. Therefore, nuclear power
does not need to participate in daily peak shaving continuously and its daily peak shaving times can
match the frequency of strong negative peak shaving wind power.

3. Joint Dispatching Model of Multiple Power Sources

3.1. Treatment for Nuclear Power Units Participate in Daily Peak Shaving

For several peak shaving nuclear power units UN
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , nN), due to the limitation of daily

peak shaving frequency in the week, year and operation period, the peak shaving units participate in
daily peak shaving by turns in the actual operation. In order to ensure a longer period of daily peak
shaving constraints and a balanced peak shaving electric-rejection rate among nuclear power units
belonging to different interests, this paper compares all the nuclear power units to one peak shaving
nuclear power unit UN

e and use it to optimize the day-ahead dispatching.
If the day-ahead dispatching optimization results require nuclear power units to participate in

peak shaving, on the basis of considering the daily peak shaving situation of each nuclear power unit in
recent period, the dispatching operator will specify the designated nuclear power unit to participate in
peak shaving every other day. The day-ahead dispatching plan of the designated peak shaving nuclear
power unit is determined according to the day-ahead output optimization results of the equivalent
nuclear power unit. If the day-ahead dispatching optimization result does not require nuclear power,
so there is no need to designate nuclear power units to participate in peak shaving. For non-nuclear
power units, regardless of peak shaving or not, the output arrangement is based on the day-ahead
dispatching optimization results.
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3.2. Objective Function

In order to realize the economic dispatching of the power grid in the coastal area, the model
considers the abandoned wind cost and peak shaving cost of nuclear power. The objective function
is to minimize the total operation cost of multi-power-sources including coal-fired units, gas-steam
combined cycle units, wind power units (including onshore and offshore), nuclear power units and
pumped storage units:

C = CT + CCC + CWind + CNuc + CPS (1)

(i) Operation cost of coal-fired units:
The operation cost of coal-fired units includes coal-burning cost and start-stop cost, which can be

expressed as:

CT =
24∑

t=1

nT∑
i=1

[uT
i,ta

T
i + bT

i PT
i,t + cT

i (P
T
i,t)

2
+ ST

i,t] (2)

Start-stop cost of coal-fired units:

ST
i,t = αT

i,ts
T
i,start + βT

i,ts
T
i,stop, (3)

(ii) Operation cost of gas-steam combined cycle units:
The operation cost of a gas-steam combined cycle unit includes (i) gas cost and (ii) mode conversion

cost, which can be expressed as:

CCC =
24∑

t=1

nCC∑
i=1

∑
y∈MCC

[uCC
i,t,yaCC

i,y + bCC
i,y (uCC

i,t,yPCC
i,y + ∆PCC

i,t,y)︸                                       ︷︷                                       ︸
i

+
∑

z∈My
CC

sCC
i,yzvCC

i,t,yz

︸            ︷︷            ︸
ii

] (4)

(iii) Cost of wind power abandonment:
The cost of wind power abandonment includes (i) the cost of onshore wind power abandonment

and (ii) offshore wind power abandonment.

CWind = pW,on∆EW,on︸          ︷︷          ︸
i

+ pW,off∆EW,off︸          ︷︷          ︸
ii

(5)

Abandoned wind power can be calculated by the following formula:
∆EW,on =

24∑
t=1

nW,on∑
i=1

(PW,on,Pre
i,t − PW,on

i,t )

∆EW,off =
24∑

t=1

nW,off∑
i=1

(PW,off,Pre
i,t − PW,off

i,t )

(6)

(iv) Operation cost of nuclear power units:
When peak shaving cost is taken into account, the operation cost of nuclear power can be

expressed as:

CNuc =
24∑

t=1

[aN
e + bN

e PN
e,t + pN(P

N
e − PN

e,t)] (7)
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The equivalent nuclear power unit UN
e is formed by the aggregation of several nuclear power

units UN
i . The cost coefficient of UN

e and UN
i are the same and the operation cost constant and rated

output of UN
e are the cumulative sum of UN

i :
aN

e =
nN∑
i=1

aN
i

P
N
e =

nN∑
i=1

P
N
i

(8)

The peak shaving cost factor of nuclear power combines (i) the additional fuel cost and (ii) safety
cost caused by peak shaving, which can be expressed as:

pN = pN,f︸︷︷︸
i

+ σpN,s︸︷︷︸
ii

(9)

(v) Operation cost of pumped storage units:
The operation cost of pumped storage unit only considers its start-up cost, which can be

expressed as:

CPS =
24∑

t=1

nPS∑
i=1

(αG
i,ts

G
i,start + αP

i,ts
P
i,start) (10)

3.3. Constraint Condition

(a) System constraints.
(i) Power balance constraint:

nT∑
i=1

PT
i,t +

nCC∑
i=1

PCC
i,t +

nW,on∑
i=1

PW,on
i,t +

nW,off∑
i=1

PW,off
i,t + PN

e,t +

nPS∑
i=1

PPS
i,t = PL

t (11)

(ii) Reserve capacity constraints:

Ru,t ≥ Lu%× PL
t + Wu,on%×

nW,on∑
i=1

PW,on,Pre
i,t + Wu,off%×

nW,off∑
i=1

PW,off,Pre
i,t

Rd,t ≥ Ld%× PL
t + Wd,on%×

nW,on∑
i=1

(P
W,on
i − PW,on,Pre

i,t )+

Wd,off%×
nW,off∑
i=1

(P
W,off
i − PW,off,Pre

i,t )

Ru,t =
nT∑

i=1
min

{
uT

i,tP
T
i − PT

i,t, rT
u,iT10

}
+

nCC∑
i=1

∑
y∈MCC

min
{
[uCC

i,t,y(P
CC
i,y

−PCC
i,y ) − ∆PCC

i,t,y], uCC
i,t,yrCC

u,i,yT10

}
+

nPS∑
i=1

(P
G
i − PPS

i,t )+

nW,on∑
i=1

(PW,on,Pre
i,t − PW,on

i,t ) +
nW,off∑
i=1

(PW,off,Pre
i,t − PW,off

i,t )

Rd,t =
nT∑

i=1
min

{
PT

i,t − uT
i,tP

T
i , rT

d,iT10
}
+

nCC∑
i=1

∑
y∈MCC

min
{
∆PCC

i,t,y, uCC
i,t,yrCC

d,i,yT10

}
+

nPS∑
i=1

(PPS
i,t + P

P
i )

(12)

Among them, the first one is the positive rotation reserve constraint of the system and the second
one is the negative rotation reserve constraint.

(b) Unit operation constraints:
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The constraints are given as follows:
uT

i,tP
T
i ≤ PT

i,t ≤ uT
i,tP

T
i

−rT
d,i ≤ PT

i,t − PT
i,t−1 ≤ rT

u,i
uT

i,x ≥ uT
i,t − uT

i,t−1 , x ∈ [t, min(t + TT
on,i − 1, 24)]

uT
i,x ≤ 1− (uT

i,t−1 − uT
i,t) , x ∈ [t, min(t + TT

o f f ,i − 1, 24)]

(13)



0 ≤ ∆PCC
i,t,y ≤ uCC

i,t,y(P
CC
i,y − PCC

i,y)

∆PCC
i,t−1,y − ∆PCC

i,t,y −
∑

z∈My
CC

∆PCC
i,t,z ≤ uCC

i,t−1,yrCC
d,i,y

−
∑

z∈My
CC

vCC
i,t,yz(r

CC
d,i,y + PCC

i,y − PCC
i,z − rCC

d,i,yz)

∆PCC
i,t,y − ∆PCC

i,t−1,y −
∑

z∈My
CC

∆PCC
i,t−1,z ≤ uCC

i,t,yrCC
u,i,y

−
∑

z∈My
CC

vCC
i,t,zy(r

CC
u,i,y + PCC

i,y − PCC
i,z − rCC

u,i,zy)

uCC
i,x,y ≥ uCC

i,t,y − uCC
i,t−1,y, x ∈ [t, min(t + TCC

on,i,y − 1, 24)]

uCC
i,x,y ≤

1− uCC
i,t−1,y + uCC

i,t,y, x ∈ [t, min(t + TCC
off,i,y − 1, 24)]

(14)

 0 ≤ PW,on
i,t ≤ PW,on,Pre

i,t
0 ≤ PW,off

i,t ≤ PW,off,Pre
i,t

(15)



ug
i,tP

G
i ≤ PG

i,t ≤ ug
i,tP

G
i V u ≤ Vu,t ≤ Vu

V d ≤ Vd,t ≤ Vd
24∑

t=1

nPS∑
i=1

ug
i,tP

G
i,t = −

24∑
t=1

nPS∑
i=1

ηiu
p
i,tP

P
i

(16)

The output constraints, climbing speed constraints and minimum start-stop time constraints of
coal-fired units are presented by (13). The output constraint, climbing rate constraint and minimum
start-stop time constraint of combined cycle units is given by (14). Limits on wind power output are
presented by (15). The power constraints, upper and lower storage capacity constraints and daily
pumping capacity constraints of pumped storage units are considered by (16).

4. Model Solving Method

4.1. Linearization of Peak Shaving Constraints in Nuclear Power Units

Nuclear power peak shaving includes state constraints, output constraints and operation time
constraints. Its output constraints are non-linear, which makes wind-nuclear coordinated dispatching
a non-linear mixed 0-1 integer programming problem, which makes the solution difficult.

If the peak shaving depth and power state of each period are optimized simultaneously, it will
lead to the non-linear expression of nuclear power output. In order to solve the model efficiently, it
is necessary to determine one of the decision variables. Therefore, this paper presents a method of
subdividing peak shaving depth to linearize the constraint of nuclear power peak shaving. Its main
principle is to set enough fixed peak shaving depth to evenly distribute it in the range of nuclear power
safety peak shaving depth, that is to say, the optimal variable of nuclear power peak shaving depth is
discretized to a fixed value, thus realizing the linearized expression of nuclear power output.
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Assuming that the range of peak shaving depth for nuclear power safety is divided into nd grades,
the peak shaving depth of the m-th grade is as follows:

PN
e,d,m =

m
nd

(P
N
e − PN

e ) (17)

Figure 4 shows the power stages and states of the nuclear power units under the peak shaving
depth of the m-th grade. The output of nuclear power at the low-power stage is as follows:

PN
l,m = P

N
e − PN

e,d,m (18)
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d d 3
N N N

e, e , , , , ,
1 1 1

n n
N

t t m t l,m m j t q m j
m m j

P h P l P q P
= = =

= + +   (20) 

Operating mark satisfies constraints: 

d d 3

, , ,
1 1 1

1
n n

t m t m j t
m m j

h l q
= = =

+ + =   (21) 

Similar to coal-fired units, the constraints of rated power and low power operation time of 
linearized nuclear power units are presented as follows: 

N
, , , 1

N
, , , 1

, [ ,min( 1  24)]
, [ ,min( 1  24)]

hm x m t m t
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Normally, the power-up/down time of nuclear power unit is 1~3 h, so there are three
power-up/down states for each peak shaving depth of nuclear power unit: qm,1, qm,2, qm,3 and
the corresponding power is:

PN
q,m, j = PN

l,m +
j + 1

6
PN

e,d,m (19)

where j is the state label of power-up/down.
Then the nuclear power output can be expressed linearly as follows:

PN
e,t = htP

N
e +

nd∑
m=1

lm,tPN
l,m +

nd∑
m=1

3∑
j=1

qm, j,tPN
q,m, j (20)

Operating mark satisfies constraints:

ht +

nd∑
m=1

lm,t +

nd∑
m=1

3∑
j=1

qm, j,t = 1 (21)
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Similar to coal-fired units, the constraints of rated power and low power operation time of
linearized nuclear power units are presented as follows:{

hm,x ≥ hm,t − hm,t−1, x ∈ [t, min(t + TN
h − 1, 24)]

lm,x ≥ lm,t − lm,t−1, x ∈ [t, min(t + TN
l − 1, 24)]

(22)

In the power-up/down stage, there are time-coupling constraints in operation mark. Coupling
constraints of operation mark when the power up/down time is 2 h:{

ht+1 ≥ qm,2,t + lm,t−1 − 1
lm,t+1 ≥ qm,2,t + ht−1 − 1

(23)

Coupling constraints of operation mark when the power up/down time is 3 h:
ht+1 ≥ qm,3,t + qm,1,t−1 − 1

lm,t+1 ≥ qm,1,t + qm,3,t−1 − 1
qm,1,t+1 ≥ qm,3,t + ht−1 − 1

qm,3,t+1 ≥ qm,1,t + lm,t−1 − 1

(24)

It should be noted that, compared with base-load operation, peak shaving of nuclear power will result
in additional operation and maintenance costs (including additional costs for spent fuel reprocessing) and
different peak shaving depths and xenon poision reactions will also affect the lower limit of low power
operation time. Because of the additional operation and maintenance costs and the impact on the lower
limit of low power operation time due to different peak shaving depths of nuclear power, there is still a
lack of sufficient data analysis and quantification, so it is not considered for the time being.

4.2. Model Solving Process

Figure 5 is the flow chart of wind-nuclear coordinated dispatching model, which is mainly divided
into two parts—model linearization, model solution and dispatching plan formulation. Among them,
the role of model linearization is to standardize dispatching model to achieve the efficient solution of it
based on commercial optimization software Cplex. Dispatching plan is to consider the limitation of
peak shaving times per day, arrange the nuclear power unit in turn and realize the balance of peak
shaving and nuclear discarding among the nuclear power units belonging to different interests.
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5. Example Analysis

The data in this section is based on the improvement of a regional power system [39–43], the basic
situation of the power system is as follows—three nuclear power units including CNP600 in Qinshan
nuclear power station and AP1000 in Sanmen nuclear power station; one onshore wind farm and
one offshore wind farm with 1000 MW installed in Zhoushan and Ningbo; two gas-steam combined
cycle units in Wenzhou power station; three pumped storage units of Xianju pumped storage power
station; 28 coal-fired units from six thermal power stations (Lanxi, Yueqing, Jiaxing, Xiaoshan, Yuhuan
and Wuxijiang). The total installed capacity is 12,965 MW and the relevant parameters are listed in
Tables 1–4.
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Table 1. Parameters of coal-fired units.

Unit
Capacity/MW

Number of
Units

Operation Cost Coefficient Start-Up
Cost/$

Downtime
Cost/$

Output Upper
(Lower) Limit/MW

Minimum Startup
(Downtime)/h

Climbing
Rate/(MW/h)

a/($/h) b/($/(MW·h)) c/($/(MW·h)2)

60 3 689.55 27.08 0.00431 8358.21 2089.55 60 (27) 4 (3) 18
120 5 710.45 17.24 0.00220 16,716.42 4179.10 120 (54) 4 (3) 36
125 3 731.34 17.34 0.00209 17,412.99 4353.28 125 (56) 4 (3) 38
390 17 1044.78 16.91 0.00050 54,328.36 13,582.09 390 (176) 6 (4) 117

Table 2. Parameters of combined cycle units.

Unit
Capacity/MW

Number
of Units

Mode
Conversion Cost between Modes/$ Operation Cost Coefficient Output Upper

(Lower)
Limit/MW

Minimum
Startup Time

(Downtime)/h

Climbing
Rate/(MW/h)M0 M1 M2 M3 M4 a/($/h) b/($/(MW·h))

180 1

M0 0 433.43 1550.9 0 0 0 0 0 (0) 3 (3) 0
M1 516.42 0 1503.28 602.54 0 133.73 13.7 63 (14) 3 (3) 16.2
M2 1668.06 1334.33 0 0 960.9 265.27 13.7 126 (29) 3 (3) 32.4
M3 0 587.01 0 0 983.58 213.11 11.33 90 (22) 3 (3) 22.8
M4 0 0 1044.93 855.67 0 358.49 9.72 180 (45) 3 (3) 45

300 1

M0 0 722.39 2584.78 0 0 0 0 0 (0) 3 (3) 0
M1 860.75 0 2505.37 1004.18 0 222.63 13.7 105 (24) 3 (3) 27
M2 2780.15 2224.03 0 0 1601.49 442.12 13.7 210 (48) 3 (3) 54
M3 0 978.36 0 0 1639.25 355.18 11.33 150 (36) 3 (3) 38
M4 0 0 1741.64 1426.12 0 597.49 9.72 300 (75) 3 (3) 75
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Table 3. Parameters of pumped storage units.

Unit
Capacity/MW

Number of
Units

Power
Generation

Start-up Cost/$

Pumping
Start-up
Cost/$

Output Upper
(Lower)

Limit/MW

Pumping
Power/MW

Unit
Efficiency

300 3 313.43 313.43 300 (100) 300 80%

Table 4. Parameters of nuclear power units.

Unit Capacity/MW Number of Units
Operation Cost Coefficient Peak Shaving Fuel

Cost/($/(MW·h))a/($/h) b/($/(MW·h))

900 2 6882.99 9.75 2.72
1000 1 7647.76 9.75 2.72

Unit
Capacity/MW

Peak Shaving
Safety

Cost/($/(MW·h))

Output Upper
(Lower) Limit/MW

Minimum Low
Power Duration/h

Minimum Full
Power Duration/h

900 6.61 900 (270) 6 6
1000 6.61 1000 (300) 6 6

Figure 1 shows the day-ahead short-term forecast output of offshore wind farm and Figure 6
shows the typical daily load curve of the coastal province in summer. To simplify the calculation, it is
assumed that the output of onshore wind farm is synchronized with that of the offshore wind farm and
the unit installed output is 0.9 times of that of the offshore wind farm. Referring to the statistics of the
International Renewable Energy Agency and the benchmark price of wind power, the cost of onshore
wind power abandonment pW,on is 51 $/(MW·h) and the cost of offshore wind power abandonment
pW,off is 76 $/(MW·h) [27–29]. The safety value coefficient of nuclear power is 1.5, the maximum peak

shaving depth of nuclear power is 70% P
N
e and the peak shaving depth is subdivided into 100 grades.

Load reserve coefficient Lu%, Ld% are both 5% and wind power reserve coefficient Wu,on%, Wu,off%,
Wd,on%, Wd,off% are all taken as 15%.
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Figure 6. Daily load curve. Figure 6. Daily load curve.

The simulation is based on the programming operation of Matlab-Yalmip-Cplex, the relative gap
value of Cplex solver is 0.0001 by default. The computer is configured with an intel quad-core 2.5 GHz
processor and 4 GB memory.

5.1. Matching Characteristics Analysis of Peak Shaving between Wind and Nuclear Power

In order to analyze the matching characteristics between wind power and nuclear power peak
shaving, the following three dispatching scenes are set.
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(a) Scene 1. The predicted output of wind power has the characteristics of positive peak shaving.
The offshore wind power output is the positive peak shaving output in Figure 1.

(b) Scene 2. The predicted output of wind power has the characteristic of negative peak shaving.
The offshore wind power output is multiplied by 0.5 of the negative peak shaving output in Figure 1.

(c) Scene 3. The predicted output of wind power has the characteristics of strong negative peak
shaving and the offshore output is the negative peak shaving output in Figure 1.

Table 5 is the optimization results of three kinds of dispatching scenes. It can be seen that scenes 1
and 2 can achieve economic dispatching without abandoning wind or nuclear power. This is because
wind power presents positive or weak negative peak shaving characteristics and the peak shaving
pressure of the system is small. Conventional units (coal-fired units, combined cycle units and pumped
storage units) can meet the peak shaving requirements. In scene 3, both wind power and nuclear power
are involved in peak shaving. This is because wind power presents strong negative peak shaving
characteristics, which increases the peak-valley difference of the equivalent load of the system and the
peak shaving capacity of conventional units is insufficient. Therefore, nuclear power is required to
reduce peak shaving power and abandon a small amount of wind power during low load period, so as
to avoid frequent start-stop of conventional units and the operation economy is poor.

Table 5. Optimization results of 3 dispatching scenes.

Scene
Abandoned Power/(MW·h) Number of Start-Stop

Onshore
Wind Farm

Offshore
Wind Farm

Nuclear
Power

Coal-Fired
Units

Combined
Cycle Units

Pumped Storage
Units

1 0 0 0 0 0 3
2 0 0 0 0 0 4
3 19.93 0 3864.70 0 0 4

It can be seen that only when the negative peak shaving characteristics of wind power reach a
certain degree, the power reduction of nuclear power is required to participate in daily peak shaving,
thus avoiding frequent participation of nuclear power units in daily peak shaving and realizing the
economic dispatching of the system.

In addition, for nuclear power peak shaving in scene 3, according to the solving flow of Figure 5,
if 1000 MW nuclear power unit is designated to peak shaving, the day-ahead output plan of three
nuclear power units can be determined as shown in Figure 7.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 23 
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5.2. Effect of the Dispatching Model on Operation Economy

The following four dispatching models are set up to compare and analyze the economy of the
proposed dispatching model based on scene 3.

(a) Model 1: Nuclear power units operate with base load and no wind abandonment is allowed.
(b) Model 2: Nuclear power units operate with base load and wind abandonment is allowed.
(c) Model 3: Nuclear power units can participate in peak shaving in daily load tracking mode and

no wind abandonment is allowed.
(d) Model 4: Nuclear power units can participate in peak shaving in daily load tracking mode

and wind abandonment is allowed, that is the dispatching model proposed in this paper.
Except for the differences mentioned above, the objective functions and other related constraints

of the four dispatching models are the same and the optimization results are shown in Table 6, Figures 8
and 9.

Table 6. Optimization results of 4 scheduling models.

Model Total Operation Cost/103$
Abandoned Power

Cost/103$ Start-Stop Cost/103$

1 4284.07 0.00 215.12
2 4235.42 110.37 17.06
3 4153.36 49.97 5.55
4 4149.49 51.22 0.94

Model
Abandoned Power/(MW·h) Number of Start-Stop

Onshore
Wind Farm

Offshore
Wind Farm

Nuclear
Power

Coal-Fired
Units

Combined
Cycle Units

Pumped
Storage Units

1 0 0 0 4 8 3
2 2162.39 0 0 1 4 3
3 0 0 3978.8 0 2 3
4 18.84 0 3978.8 0 0 3
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From Table 6 and Figure 8, it can be seen that with the participation of wind power and nuclear
power in peak shaving, the peak shaving pressure of conventional units is reduced, frequent start-stop
of conventional units are avoided, thus greatly reducing start-stop costs. Compared with model 1, the
total operation cost of model 2 and model 3 decreased by 48,650$ and 130,710$ respectively, which
improved the operation economy. In addition, due to the high cost of wind abandonment per unit of
electricity, the cost of model 2 is significantly higher than that of model 3, so the wind abandonment
should be avoided as much as possible.

By comparing the optimization results of model 2, model 3 and model 4, we can see that the
operation economy is—model 4 > model 3 > model 2. Combining with the analysis of Figure 9, model 2
has the characteristics of flexible peak-shaving ability but the cost of abandoning wind is high. Model 3
is constrained by its own operation safety and its output at low power stage needs to be constant but it
has the advantage of low cost of abandoning nuclear. Model 4 combines the advantages of model 2 and
model 3, the output of conventional units in low load period is raised and zero start-stop of coal-fired
units and gas-steam combined cycle units are realized, thus further improving the operation economy.

It can be seen that wind-nuclear coordinated peak shaving reduces the pressure of conventional
units, avoids frequent start-stop of conventional units. Also, coordinated dispatching of wind and
nuclear power units can take into account peak shaving flexibility and cost, improve dispatching
economy of wind power and nuclear power systems and reduce wind abandonment.

It should be noted that, due to the cost coefficient of abandoned electricity—offshore wind power
> onshore wind power > nuclear power, under the scenario of strong negative peak-shaving of wind
power, the coordinated dispatching of wind power and nuclear power is mainly undertaken by nuclear
power, while the onshore wind power takes little and the offshore wind power does not. Abandoning
electricity and peak shaving will damage the benefits of various interests, so it is necessary to develop
a reasonable peak shaving compensation mechanism to achieve a balance among various interests.

5.3. Effect of Daily Peak Shaving Mode on the Dispatching Optimization Results

The following four modes are set for simulation and comparison.
(a) Mode 1: Nuclear power units are operated with base load and do not participate in daily

peak shaving.
(b) Mode 2: Nuclear power unit participates in daily peak shaving with 100 MW out-pressure

(the intraday output power is constant but not full).
(c) Mode 3: Nuclear power units use three fixed peak shaving depths for daily load tracking and

peak shaving [43].
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(d) Mode 4: The mode proposed in this paper—the precise optimization of peak shaving is
realized by subdividing the peak-shaving depth of nuclear power.

Assuming that two 900 MW nuclear power units have recently participated in daily peak shaving,
1000 MW nuclear power units are designated as peak shaving units. The results of dispatching
optimization based on scene 3 are shown in Table 7 and Figure 10.

Table 7. Optimization results of 4 peak shaving modes.

Mode Total Operation Cost/103$
Abandoned Power

Cost/103$
Start-Stop
Cost/103$

1 4235.42 110.37 17.06
2 4258.31 130.12 22.33
3 4155.97 45.70 10.16
4 4149.49 51.22 0.94

Mode
Abandoned Power/(MW·h) Number of Start-Stop

Onshore
Wind Farm

Offshore
Wind Farm

Nuclear
Power

Coal-Fired
Units

Combined
Cycle Units

Pumped
Storage Units

1 2162.39 0 0 1 4 3
2 1954.89 0 2400 1 8 3
3 28.79 0 3500 1 2 3
4 18.84 0 3978.8 0 0 3Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 23 
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From Table 7, it can be seen that mode 1 will cause a large amount of wind abandonment and
the start-stop of conventional units are relatively frequent, resulting in high operation costs. Mode 2
reduces the amount of abandoned wind power but does not reduce the cost of power abandonment and
causes the number of start-stop of combined cycle units to increase, which in turn increases the total
operation cost. Both mode 3 and mode 4 greatly reduce the amount of abandoned wind power and the
cost of it and mode 4 has the lowest total operation cost because it does not require the coal-fired units
and combined cycle units to start-up and shutdown.

As shown in Figure 10, in mode 2, although the downward peak-shaving pressure has been
alleviated during the low load period, the upward peak-shaving pressure during the high load period
has been increased due to the inability to track the daily load change, which increases the number of
start-stop of combined cycle units and reduces the operation economy. In mode 3, the nuclear power
output tracks daily load change, avoids the defect of mode 2 and reduces operation costs. However,
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due to the use of fixed peak shaving depth, it is not possible to accurately optimize the output of
nuclear power units during low-power stage, which easily leads to “undershoot” or “overshoot” of
nuclear power, so the operation economy is not as good as that of mode 4.

It can be seen that the nuclear power unit adopts the daily load tracking mode to participate in
the daily peak shaving and precisely optimizes the nuclear power peak shaving depth, which can
effectively reduce the total operation cost. At the same time, with the increase of peak shaving grade,
the operation cost of the system tends to be optimal, so as to realize the precise optimization of peak
shaving for nuclear power.

In addition, due to the uncertainty of wind power output, the peak shaving of the power grid
requires that each unit has a certain rapid response time. For large coal-fired thermal power units
at home and abroad, the average climbing rate is 2.5~5% Pn/min. For gas-combined cycle units, the
start-up and shutdown time is faster. A Simple gas cycle can achieve 100% load rise and fall within
12 min. For pumped storage power station, it only takes 2~4 min from static state to full-load power
generation and only 3~4 min from emergency state to full-load state. For nuclear power units, such as
AP1000, the following transient conditions can be satisfied in design: (i) linear load change of ±5%
Pn/min and step load change of ±10% Pn in the range of 15–100% Pn. (ii) The power step of 20% Pn

increase or decrease within 10 min. (iii) 2% Pn/min rate and 10% Pn peak power change are adapted to
frequency change of the power grid. In this paper, the climbing rate of each unit is considered in the
constraints of the scheduling strategy, which can meet the scheduling requirements.

Figure 11 shows the dispatching output curve of 28 coal-fired units in Mode 4. It can be seen that
during the period of rapid decline/rise of payload (load minus wind power), the output of conventional
units such as coal-fired unit changes as quickly as possible (as shown in Figure 11, 390 MW units
climb at the maximum rate) and provide the reserve capacity to meet the system requirement. Due
to the limited peak-shaving capacity of conventional units and the largest proportion of coal-fired
units participating in peak-shaving will increase the dispatching cost, the remaining required power
adjustment is borne by nuclear power units, which operate in the “15-1-7-1” mode of daily load tracking.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 23 
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Therefore, the large-scale access of wind power and the increase of peak-valley load difference
increase the peak-shaving pressure of the power grid and the daily load tracking operation of nuclear
power is required due to the safety and operation economy of the power grid.

5.4. Analysis of Abandoned Wind Cost Coefficient

In the above example analysis, pW,on and pW,off take 51 and 76 respectively. However, the selection
of abandoned wind cost coefficient should reflect the life cycle cost of wind power investment and
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operation. With the maturity of technology such as wind turbine equipment manufacturing, operation
and maintenance, the life cycle cost of wind power will gradually decrease and the cost coefficient of
wind abandonment will also decrease. This paper introduces the abandoned wind cost coefficient
factors kW, on, kW,off to describe the change of abandoned wind cost coefficient: p′W,on = kW,onpW,on,
p′W,off = kW,offpW,off, here takes kW = kW,on = kW,off. Figure 12 is the result of dispatching optimization
under different abandoned wind cost coefficients.
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As shown in Figure 12a, with the decrease of the abandoned wind cost coefficient, the peak
shaving power of nuclear will decrease and the abandoned wind power will increase in more periods.
For example, during ‘4 h~7 h,’ the abandoned wind power is [0, 8.86, 32.44, 9.83] (the unit is MW, the
same below) when kW is 0.5, [3.39, 126.46, 150.04, 127.43] when kW is 0.3 and [120.99, 244.06, 267.64,
245.03] when kW is 0.2. This is because the nuclear power peak shaving is restricted by safety, so the
nuclear power cannot be adjusted at will. During low power period, it is necessary for nuclear power
units to maintain constant output for a certain period of time. As the cost coefficient of wind power
abandonment decreases, more nuclear power abandonment can be avoided by increasing the wind
abandonment, as shown in Figure 12b, which is beneficial to reduce the peak shaving cost of power
abandonment, thereby improving the operation economy, as shown in Figure 12c.
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In addition, when the abandoned wind cost coefficient is large, since the peak shaving of nuclear
power is more economical, the peak shaving of abandoned power is basically undertaken by the nuclear
power units and the variation of peak shaving power is very small. So, when the kW is reduced from
1.0 to 0.5, the abandoned power, the abandoned power cost and the total operation cost all decrease
slowly. When the abandoned wind cost coefficient is small, due to the flexibility of wind power peak
shaving, abandoning the wind power for peak shaving presents economy. As a result, the abandoned
wind power increased significantly and the abandoned nuclear power decreased significantly. When
the kW dropped from 0.5 to 0.2, the abandoned power cost and the total operation cost decreased faster.

It can be seen that with the development of technology such as wind turbine equipment
manufacturing, operation and maintenance, the cost coefficient of wind power abandonment decreases.
In the wind-nuclear coordinated dispatching, wind power can coordinate with nuclear power more
fully with its peak shaving flexibility, which will effectively promote the economic dispatching of the
power system.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the matching characteristic between the output of wind power and nuclear power
is analyzed. Considering power abandonment cost and peak shaving cost, a multi-power joint
peak-shaving model considering coordinated dispatching of nuclear and wind power is established
and a method of subdividing the peak shaving depth is proposed to linearize the constraints of nuclear
power peak shaving. The proposed model and method are analyzed with a regional power system.
The main conclusions are as follows:

• Wind power output matches the peak shaving characteristics of nuclear power. Only when the
negative peak-shaving characteristic of wind power reaches a certain degree can nuclear power
be required to participate in daily peak-shaving, thus avoiding frequent participation of nuclear
power units in daily peak-shaving and realizing the economic dispatching of the system.

• Participation of wind and nuclear in peak shaving can reduce peak shaving pressure of conventional
units, avoid frequent start-stop of conventional units and coordinated dispatching of wind and
nuclear units can take into account peak shaving flexibility and cost, improve dispatching economy
of the power system and reduce wind abandonment.

• Daily load tracking mode is used to participate in daily peak shaving for nuclear power units and
the method of subdividing the depth of peak shaving is used to accurately optimize the output of
nuclear power, which can effectively reduce the total operation cost of the system.

• With the development of wind power technology, the abandoned wind cost is getting smaller and
smaller. The cooperation between wind power and nuclear power can reduce the pressure
of nuclear power plant for peak-shaving demand of the power system and promote the
operation economy.

In the follow-up work, the environmental economic dispatching and peak shaving compensation
mechanism for power system including wind and nuclear power will be further studied.
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Nomenclature

Parameters

nT, nCC, nW,on, nW,off
number of coal-fired units, gas-steam combined cycle units, onshore wind farms
and offshore wind farms respectively

nN, nPS number of nuclear power units and pumped storage units

MCC, My
CC

all mode sets of combined cycle units and modes that can be transformed in y
mode

ai
T, bi

T, ci
T fuel cost coefficient of coal-fired unit i

aCC
i,y , bCC

i,y gas cost coefficient of combined cycle unit i in y mode

aN
e , bN

e
operation cost constant of the equivalent nuclear power unit UN

e and the cost
coefficient of nuclear fuel

aN
i , P

N
i operation cost constant term and the rated output of the nuclear power unit i

sT
i,start, sT

i,stop cost of generating electricity and pumping water for pumped storage unit i
pW,on, pW,off cost coefficient of wind power abandonment on land and offshore
∆EW,on, ∆EW,off abandoned onshore and offshore wind power respectively
pN peak shaving cost coefficient of nuclear power
pN,f fuel cost coefficient of nuclear power peak shaving
pN,s safety cost coefficient of nuclear power peak shaving

σ
nuclear power safety value coefficient which balances nuclear power peak
shaving safety and economy

Ru,t, Rd,t positive and negative spinning reserve capacity of the system during t period

Lu%, Wu,on%, Wu,off%
positive spinning reserve coefficient for load, onshore wind power and offshore
wind power, respectively

Ld%, Wd,on%, Wd,off%
negative spinning reserve coefficient for load, onshore wind power and offshore
wind power, respectively

P
T
i , PT

i
maximum and minimum technical output of the coal-fired unit i

rT
u,i, rT

d,i increasing and falling climbing rates of coal-fired unit i
T10 spinning reserve response time, here takes 10 min

P
CC
i,y , PCC

i,y maximum and minimum technical output of combined cycle unit i in y mode

ht rated power operation mark of nuclear power unit at t time

lm,t
low power operation mark of the nuclear power unit under the m-th grade peak
shaving depth at t time

qm, j,t
operation mark for power up (or down) of the nuclear power unit under the m-th
grade peak shaving depth at t time

TN
h , TN

l
full-power minimum continuous running time and low-power minimum
continuous running time of nuclear power respectively

PT
i,t, PPS

i,t , PCC
i,t

output of coal-fired unit i, pumped storage unit i and combined cycle unit i
during t period

PG
i,t power generation dispatching output of the pumped storage unit i

P
G
i , PG

i
upper and lower limit of PG

i,t
Vu,t, Vd,t storage capacity of the upper and lower reservoir at t time
Vu, Vu, Vd, Vd upper and lower limit of Vu,t and Vd,t, respectively
PL

t the system load at t time

PCC
i,y , ∆PCC

i,t,y
minimum technical output of combined cycle unit i in y mode and the output of
higher than PCC

i,y during t period

PW,on,Pre
i,t , PW,on

i,t the predictive and dispatching output of the i-th onshore wind farm respectively

PW,off,Pre
i,t , PW,off

i,t the predictive and dispatching output of the i-th offshore wind farm respectively

PN
e,t, P

N
e dispatching output and rated output of the nuclear power unit

rCC
u,i,y, rCC

d,i,y increasing and falling climbing rate of combined cycle unit i in y mode

P
G
i , P

P
i maximum generating power and fixed pumping power of pumped storage unit i

TT
on,i, TT

off,i the minimum running time and the minimum downtime of coal-fired unit i
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rCC
u,i,zy, rCC

d,i,yz
increasing and falling climbing rates of combined cycle unit i during mode
conversion, respectively

TCC
on,i,y, TCC

off,i,y
minimum running time and minimum downtime of combined cycle unit i in y
mode

PN
e minimum output allowed by the equivalent nuclear power unit

Variables
C total operation cost

CT, CCC, CNuc, CPS
operation cost of coal-fired units, gas-steam combined cycle units, nuclear power
units and pumped storage units, respectively

sCC
i,yz conversion cost of the combined cycle unit i from mode y to mode z

uCC
i,t,y

0–1 variable whose value is 1 when the combined cycle unit i is running during t
period

vCC
i,t,yz

0–1 variable whose value is 1 when combined cycle unit i transforms from mode y
to mode z

αP
i,t

0–1 variable whose value is 1 when pumped storage unit i changes from power
generation state to stop state during t period

up
i,t 0–1 variable whose value is 1 when pumped storage unit i is pumping water

CWind cost of wind power abandonment
ST

i,t start-stop cost of coal-fired units
uT

i,t 0–1 variable whose value is 1 when the coal-fired unit i is running during t period
αT

i,t, β
T
i,t 0–1 variable indicating start-up and shut-down of coal-fired unit in t period

αG
i,t

0–1 variable whose value is 1 when pumped storage unit i changes from stop
state to power generation state during t period

ug
i,t 0–1 variable whose value is 1 when pumped storage unit i is generating power
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